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P r e s i d e n t ’s  F o r u m

Seminars in “Bioethics & Health Law”
and “Medical Negligence &
Risk Management in Hospital Practice”

T he practice of medicine

has become complex and

developments in medical

technology raise ethical issues. There

are also health laws that require

doctors’ relevant actions. For the

past year, the Singapore Medical

Association has been collaborating

on a joint project with Tan Tock Seng

Hospital (TTSH) and the Law Society

of Singapore to hold monthly seminars

in Bioethics and Health Law. These

monthly sessions held in TTSH were

well attended and feedback has been

positive. These seminars will continue

to be held in 2002, on every second

Thursday of the month (except June

and December), from 5.30 pm to

7.00 pm, at the TTSH Theatrette.

Another recent project has also been

initiated with the SGH Post Graduate

Medical Institute (PGMI), the law

fraternity, and Allen and Gledhill. Monthly

seminars on Medical Negligence and

Risk Management in Hospital

Practice will be held on every first

Thursday of the month (except June

and December), from 5.30 pm to

7.00 pm, at the SGH PGMI. The first

meeting was held on 3 January 2002.

It is SMA’s objective that every

medical practitioner be conversant

with the ethical issues of practice. Thus,

I would like to invite every medical

practitioner to attend at least some of

these seminars. The list of topics is

included in this month’s mailbag

as well as on the SMA website at

http://www.sma.org.sg/cmep/  ■
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PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY PROTECTION FOR MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS

The medical profession is increasingly vulnerable to litigious situations. Over the past few years, complaints against

doctors made to both the SMC and the SMA have become more frequent. Claims being awarded against doctors have also

increased substantially.

Regardless of whether the action taken against a doctor is successful, legal proceedings are costly, lengthy and

painful experiences. In order to manage and reduce this risk, it is important to have professional indemnity protection.

A good organisation can provide protection in the event of legal action taken up against you by your patients.

Most of us do not realise how potentially serious this matter can be. In a recent case, even though the (uncovered) doctor

being sued did not have to pay damages to the patient, the cost he had to bear for his own defence was over $100,000.

Therefore, not being covered is extremely serious, and also serious is not giving adequate thought to whom you want

covering you and your practice.

To help you choose or renew your membership with one of the 3 professional indemnity organisations available

in Singapore, we have prepared a summarised comparison chart for your perusal and retention. We have done our best to

ensure the information is accurate and up-to-date, and have even asked the organisations to verify the facts. However,

if you have any doubts at all, you should check directly with your respective organisation. Individual Council Members may

also be prepared to speak with you in their personal capacities, if you wish to discuss their individual experiences.

We hope that you will find this useful when making your decision of renewal, of change, or when reviewing your

current status for any other reason.  ■


